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**Ghazni - Kandahar - Herat - Kabul**

**ISLAMABAD** - Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday chaired a high-level meeting, attended by top security and civil officials, to discuss Pakistan's stance on Afghanistan as the Heart of Asia conference kicks off in Tashkent, said a statement from the PM Office. The meeting was called to discuss and evaluate arrangements for the conference, which is being attended by top officials from ten countries, including Afghanistan's President Ashraf Ghani and Indian Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj.

The high-level meeting was attended by Dr. Tariq Fazal, National Security Advisor Lt Gen (r) Naser Jarjusi, Finance Minister HafeezShaikh, Defense Secretary Lt Gen (r) Khawaja Asim and Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Allah.

In a speech at the conference, Mr. Sharif said: "Pakistan's experience in dealing with terrorism over the past 20 years shows that temporary solutions have no place in future governments. The delay in holding parliamentary elections has demoralized the people. Senator Gul Ahmad Azami said: "The election dates should be set to achieve hope in future governments."
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**Nawaz Discusses Stand on Saga of Russia**
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**Turkey Threatens to Sanction Russia**

ANKARA - Turkey has told several US officials its possible measures against Russia and will impose severe economic sanctions on Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu said on Tuesday, but added that Ankara remains open to dialogue with Moscow.

"We are ready to have talks and exchange views with Russia," he told his parliamentary group meeting.

"Russia should understand that this is about Turkey and Syria. Those who border us are our brothers and it's our duty to protect our borders," Davutoğlu said.

Two Ankara and Moscow have soured after Turkey shot down a Russian fighter jet on Nov. 24, claiming the Russian warplane violated Turkish airspace. However, Moscow, has vehemently denied and insisted the doomed Su-24 fighter jet had stayed over Syria during its flight.

On Dec. 1, Russia’s government approved a resolution declaring sanctions against Turkey in response to developing of Russian jet. The resolution, signed by Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, bans from Jan. 1, imports of foods, including poultry meat, a variety of fresh, frozen and dried fruit and vegetables, as well as clove and tablet salt.

The resolution suspends activities of the Russian Turkish Intercommercial Commission for Trade and Economic Cooperation as well as mutual trade and investments negotiations.

The resolution cuts the number of...(More on Pg.02)
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**Extension Delay Widens Govt-Masses Gap: MPs**

CAIRL - Some senators on Tuesday renewed calls for the government to speed up the process of reducing the maternal and child mortality rate. This comes a week after the country’s parliament opened its annual session.

Speaking at upper house session, lawmakers said Pakistan should urgently address the issue of reducing the maternal and child mortality rates. In a statement, Senator Zabiullah Zadari said: “The president should ensure the golden opportunity to rule the real face of Pakistan.”

Senators Gul Ahmad Azami and Mahmood Khan Hazaripah expressed simi-
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**American Muslims React Over Trump Remarks**

WASHINGTON - Muslim Americans attending with Donald Trump to stop en-
couraging violence over his demand of “complete” halt to Muslim immigration. A New York shopkeeper was停止 to foreign immigrants. Republican presidential front-
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**US Doctor Works to Reduce Maternal Mortality Rate**

CHACHI - A US doctor has spent a month in Afghanistan where he volunteered his time to de-
cede to obstetric surgery at a Ghaz-
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**Over 80 Militants Killed in Anti-Terrorism Operations**

MOINOW - Afghani-
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**54 Killed as Rival Afghan Taliban Groups Clash**

HEART - More than 50 people have been killed and dozens more wounded in intermittent fighting between rival Afghan Taliban factions in the past 24 hours, Ministry of Inte-
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**Lecturers Protest Against Education Reform**

KARL - Lecturers from government universities in Kabul on Tuesday protested against the higher education reforms...
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**ISIL Releases New Video Calling Afghan Taliban a `Balkan Group’**

KARUL - The loyalists of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) terrorist in Afghanistan have released a new video taking at the Afghan Tal-
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